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8. Rugged

AercQmmic
and icing investigations
were conducted in the
-thlxaB-scale
DlcaeA of a
I?ACALewisicing
reaearchtuzmelonatvo
turbojet-engine
nacellewithalong
straightairZnletinordert0
provide basic dseign criterions
for hot-gas bleedback s;pstems.
An
investigation
of a hot-gae bleedback system comisting
of several
orifices
per1pherall.y
locatsd
arcmul the inlet
open.Wg was cosducted
for both dry-air
and Icing condd.tions.
General l?ulem for obtaining
a satisfactory
orifice
co-tion
are presented.
Themostuniformtfm~ra%ure
distributimwae
obtaine~witha
bleedback of 4.4 percent at a gas ~rature
of 1000° F and resulted
banaverage
dry-air-temperature
rise of 46OF.'
ThemadmumBeviatioa
from the average air-temperature
rise for thie condition
wa8 60 F.
Satisfactory
agreement between calculated
and meamred heat requiremente
for icing conditions
was obtained.
JXTRXUCTION
A8 Part of a &neral
program to proviae
icing protection
for turbojet enginet3, a nacelle
with several
air inlets
is being experimentally
investigated
at the NACA Lewis laboratory
to establish
a reasonable
design criterion
for hot-gas bleedback
systerme.
The investigation
describea herein is a continuation
of the
g01~ral.pr0gram0~tmma~1~fem~~~
lanB~asc0nd~0teawitithe

same turbojet-engine
nacelle,
but with a long straight
air inlet.
The nacelle
wa8 two-thbds
full
ec8J.e. ‘phe m0ad wan pr0videa tith
orifices
for i~trodming
hot gas into the inlet.
Data were obtained
to &e&ermine the effect
of gas temperature
and pressure,
ixmnelvelocitr,
and angle of attack
on the teqperature
distribution
at the
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In addition,
data were obtained
to validate
the
s-ted
engine Inlet.
use of the jet-penetration
equation
(reference
2) as applied
to a threeto determine
the minimum heat
almsnsional amt. The icing investigation
requirements
was conducted over a range of liquid-water
contents
f&xt
0.3 to 1.0 gram per cubic meter and at a free-stream
total
temperature
of O" F with the model at a&&es ofattack
of O" and 8O.
ration

A design procedure for obtaining
is presented
in the appendZX.

a satisfactorg

arlfice

configu-

APPARATUS
The nacelle
investigated
was 8ImIlar
to the offset-air-inlet
nacelle
described
in reference
1, but had a long J circular,
and straight
air inlet.
The model as instaU.ea
in the tunnel test section
is shown
in figure
1.
Themcdelwas
two-thirds
full
scale andwas constructed
of steel,
Inconel,,and
aluminum.
The inlet
length from the nacelle
lip
to the accessory housing was 53 inches.
The inlet
area at stagnation
was 1.227 square feet and. the area at the inlet
minImum eection was
0.835 square foot.
The orifices
through which the hot gas was diecharged were located
at the ml&mum section
5.75 inches from the
nacelle
lip.
The hot gas was obtained by passin@; high-preseure
air
through a combustion heater and ducting
the ati to the model.
The
model was designed for a maxfmum air flow of 32 pounde per second,
corresponding
to the flow through a full-scale
axial-flow
engine of
4000 pounds static
thrust
at sea level with an 11-stage
cc8qpressorl
eight cylindrical
burners,
and a single-stage
turbine.
A l/4-inch
mesh, 0.050-inch-diameter
wire screen was mounted in the model
(fig.
2) to simulate
a protective
screen installation
and to provide
a means of indicating
icing.
INS-ION
The model dnstrusentation
used In the investigation
is shown in
recovery9
figure
2. Mf3asurements were made of mass flow, ram-pressure
terqpezxxture distribution
at the simulatea
engine inlet,
pressure drop
across the screenI and air temperature
ahead of and behind the screen.
Themodelaft
of the temperature
cross rske (fig.
2)113~~s~~~y
that
used in the offset-inlet
investigation
(mference
1).
description
of the dnstrunentation
is presented
in reference
1.
couple

The inletductof
rakes located

themodelwasinstrumentedwiththree
13.2, 23.1, and 33.1 inches downstream

thermoof a plane

IIKA
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In each case the probes were spaced
through the orifice
center lines.
l/2 inch apart wdth the outer probe coinciding
with the model center
line.
The rakes were located
directly
behind a 3/B-inch-diameter
orif ice.
The average air temperature
end temperature
distribution
inside themodelweremeasuredbymeans
of athermocouple
cross mke
mcsunteainthe
duct43
inches dmnstreeunof
the 0rific06
and just
ahead of the s-ted
accessory housing,
as shown in figure
2. The
rake consistedof
29 total-kpe??ature
themocouples
spacealdnch
apart and mounted in two streamliaea struts
IntersectiDg
at 90°.
Temperatures
on the surface of the inlet
duct were measured by 47 flushtype thennocouplee,
30 of which were mounted in the duct wall and 17
on the accessory housing.
The stab
ofthe
gas inthe
plenmohs~~berwasmeasuredby
faur
thermocouple
probes located
90° apert in the plane of the orifices
and by four static-pressure
taps in the reer w&U. of the plenum
chamber.
The nacelle-lip
pressure
distribution
was measurea by means of
pressure belting
cemented to the lip surface.
Lip-temperature
ddetribution
was measmed by thermocouples
welded to the nacelle
lip.
trolled

ASr flow through the model and &let-velocity
by an electrically
driven tail
cone (fig.

The following

symbols

sre usedinthia

ratio
2).

were con-

report:

inlet
area at orifioes,
square feet
4
(jet area),
square feet
A3 tctal area of orifices
free erea tihrcugh screen, 0.732 square foot
A,
% specific heat of air, Btu per pound 9
Dp*g specific heat of gas, Btu per pound 0F
cp>w

specific

heat

of water,

D3

A4Amot8r of orifice

f3

acceleration

J

mechenical

Btu per

(Jet

diemster),

due to graxlty,
equivalent

pound oB

of heat,

dnchee

32.2 feet

per

second per second

778 foot-pounds

per Btu

.
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L

latent

2

depth of jet
dowustresm

penetration
of orifice

m

liqtid*ater

content,

Pf

total
preseure at fkont
foot aBEIolute

p3

jet

PO

free-etreean
total
foot abeolute

P

local surface
absolute

PO

free-stream

AP

etatlc-pressure

Q

Qnamlc

40

free-atream~dynamicpressure,

8

pz%ssure

coefffclent,

a

distance

downstream

T B;p

model-air

Tg

plamrm-chamberga

T3

total

TX

loceLL air

TO

fkee-streamtotal~erature,

VI

inlet-stnam

V3

velocity

of jet

Vs

velocity

through

heat

total

of vaporization

pressure,

of water,

into air etream at distance
center line,
inches
pounds water
rakes9

inches

static

preseure,

temperature
total

absolute

pounds per square
pound6 per square

drop aoros0

total

pounds per Square

pounde per squazV

pressure,

pressure

8

per pound air

of mercury

preBsure,

static

Btu per pound

foot

foot

absolute

t30reen~ pounds per squa333 foot

ahead of screenl

pounds per square

gounds perequare

P-PO
( no
)
of orifice
center

foot

foot

1 -

temperature

(area weigHed),

temperature,
of jet

or mixing
%'

%

(Tg + 460))

temperatun3

velocity

line

in model,

oR
9

oF
at orificee,

feet

per eecond

at vena contracta,

f0et

per second

acreent

feet

per second

distance,
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wa

mais flow

through

model,

wd

designmass

wg

hot-gas

WI3

saturated

vapor

B

bleedback

(Wg/wa X 100),

?

ram-pressure

flow

flow

pounds per second

t&rough

through

model,

orifices,

content,

calculated

ram-pressure

Pa

density

pd

design

pi

mass density

of inlet

9

mass density

of jet

PO

mass density

of free

of air

per pound dry

air

percent
1
recovery

Inmodel,

free-stream

pounds per second

pounds water

recovery>

qcdc

pounds per second

slugs

density,
stream

per cubic

slugs

per cubic

at orificea,

at vena contracta,
stream,

slugs

foot
foot
slugs
slugs

per cubic

per cubic

per cubic

foot

foot

foot

Aerodxnamic investigation
without
bleedback.
- An aeroQnsmic
investigation
of the model without
oriffces
was 00nductea to
determine air-flow
characteristics,
lip-pressure
distribwtion,
a&
ram-pressure
recovery
as a function
of inlet-velocity
ratio
and angle
of attack.
The range of tunnel-air
velocities
was frcm approximately
200 to 400 feet per second.
At each tunnel velocity
Investigated,
the angle of attack was varied frcm O" to 8O and for each angle of
attack
the inlet-velocity
ratio was varied from 0.64 to 0.82.
Aerodynamic
investiuation
with cold-gas
bleedback.
- An
aerodynamic
investigation
of the model with orifice8
was conducted to determine
the effect
of cold-gas bleedback
on air-flow
characteristics,
lip-pressure
distribution,
and ram-pressure
recovery.
This investigation
was conducted at an angle of attack
of O" at a
f-a
tail-cone
position
corresponding
to an inlet-velocity
ratio
of 0.82 without
bleedback.
The tunnel-air
velocitiee
ranged fram
200 to 460 feet per second and bleedback ranged frcm 2.4 to 10.4 percent.

6
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AerO dyneml c invest &zatlon with hot-p;ae bleedback.
- Several
orifice
conf&uratiorm
were in~eet5gated
in order to obtain a configuration
that would give a unlfomn temgerature
dietribution
inside
the model for a range of velues of tunnel velocity,
SngLe of attack,
gae flow, and gas txlnlperatm.
The configuration
selected
ie shown
h figure
3 and cone%&& of three &ch,
three i-in&,
aud sir :$-inch
4
orificea.
Calculated
Jetoutlinee
andpenetratlons
are aleo ahownip
figure
3 and the method by which theee outlines
and penetrations
were
obtained
is dlecuaeed in the appeadir.
The effect
of hot-gas bleedback on the temperature
distribution
tilde
the model, on the air-flow
characterletica,
and. on the ratnpressure recovery
for the optimum orifice
configuration
was detem%ned
aa a function
of tunnel velocity,
angle of attack,
gas flow, and gas
tamperature.
The iavestlgation
wa6 conducted at a flzed tail-cone
goeition
corresponding
to an inlet-velocity
ratio
of 0.82 vlthout
bleedback and at a free-stream
total
temperature
of O" F for tunnel
velocities
from 200 to 470 feet per second and angles of attack
flrcan
O" to 8'.
GOB flows andplemm-chamberga~~
meratures
ranged from
0.52 to 1.73 pounder per second and frcm approximately
6000 to 1000° F,
respectively.
For each plenum-chamber ejsls tmpemture,
the &as preseure
was varied frcm 2900 to 6000 pounda per equare foot absolute.
Iciqg~~ith
hot-m
bleedback.
- An inveetlgatlon
to detezmine the
critical-icing
criterion
aa a function
of mai36 air flow. RBB flow.
angle of at-&k,
and liquid-water
content for a constant
-tie-str&m
total
tempemhms
ofO°Fwaa
conducted iathe
mmemauuerae
that of
reference
1. This investigation
was conducted at tuunel velocities
of
200, 280, 360, and 410 feet per second at angles of attack
of O" and
8O. The liquid-water
content ranged fYom 0.3 to 1.0 gram per cubic
meteratanav-erege
drop diarueterofl3microns.
The range of gas
flow6 and plenum-chamber gas temperatures
xae the same as that employed
for the aerodynamic investigation
with hot-gas bleedback.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aerodynamic

Inveetigation

without

Bleedback

hiELSS
-fkU
CharaCteri8tiCB. -Thema.Beflaw~*themodel
increased
nearly linearly
with tunnel ve1ocit.p for a fired
tail-cone
position
and an&e of attack.
Ame~imum flow-of
amrox5mately
31.4
pounda per second was obtained at an Inlet-veloolty
ratio
of 0.82, a
tunnel velocity
of 470 feet per $econd, andan angle of attack
of O".

NACA RM YXo. E9C16
Ram-pressure
recovery.
- A ram-pressure
recovery
q of
approximately
0.95 was obtained at an angle of attack
of O" and 8~
inlet-velocity
ratio
of 0.82. Bo appreciable
change in ram-pressure
recovery was observed for an increase
in angle of attack
fYom O" to
8O and a decrease In inlet-velocity
ratio
frcan 0.82 to 0.64.
Lip-pressure
distribution.
- The effect
of angle of attack
on
lip-pressure
distribution
Is shown in figure
4. The pressure
discoefficient
tribution
is presented
in tems of a pressure
S cl

Aerodynmnic

-

Investigation

P-P0
Tiiic
>
with

Cold-Gas

Bleedback

Mass-flow
characteristics.
- No measurable
decrease inmass
flow
through the model was observedwith
ipcreasing
bleedback.
A decreasing
inlet-velocity
ratio
muet therefore
occur with increasing
bleedback
because anincreasingpsxt
of the total
flmthroughthe
model is
represented
by the bleedback gas snd ss a consequence the flow entering
the inlet
is reduced.
Ram-Pressure recovery.
- In order to determine
the effect
of the
jets
alone, cold gas was bled Into the inlet
air stream; the effect
of bleedback
on ram-pressure
recovery
7 Is t3hown in figure
5 for a
free-stmmm
total
temperature
of O" F and. tunuel velocities
of 220, 500,
380, aSa 450 feet per second.
Figure, 5 shows that the loss in rampressure
recovery
1s linear4
related
to bleedback and no effect
of
velocity
on ram-pressure
recovery
is evident.
~~P-P~ss~
d$stribution.
- A slight
movement of the stagnation
po3.d to a position
farther
inside
the lip was observed with cold-gas
bleedback.
This movement increased
with increasing
bleedback
(fig.
6)
and was caused by the decrease in the inlet-velocity
ratio
with
increasing
bleedback.
The decreased inlet
velocity
was further
evidenced
by the reduced pressure
coefficients
in We inlet.

AeroQrmmic

Imestigationwith

Hot-Gas

Bleedback

Optima
orifice
configuration.
- Several orifice
confQuration8
were investigated
in order to obtain ez~ optimum configuration
that
would give the most uniform
temperature
distribution
at the simulated
engine inlet.
Results
are presented
for the orifice
configuration
that gave the most uniform temperature
distribution
at the calculated
value of bleedback
(4.4 percent)
and gas temperature
(1OOoo F) necessary for adequate ice prevention
corresponding
to an icing
condition

NACA If&f No. E9616
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with a free-stream
total
temperature
of O" F and a liquid-water
content of 1.0 grsm per cubic meter.
A procedure for obtainI.ng
satisfactory
orifice
configuration
is presented
in the appendix.
Model-air
temperature
equation
of reference
2
1.65

2
c

dlstribtilon.

= 2.91

DJ >

a

- When the penetration

vi
pivi

8
d- 5

is utilized,
it is apparent
that the penetratfon'is
a function
of the
product of ths density
and the velocity
ratios
because the geometric
psrametirssreftid.
The total
jet area Aj
and the inlet
area
Ai of the model are fixed;
of the bleedback because

hence the penetration

L=f(g)

becomes a function

=r ($)

After
a single value of bleedback
(4.4 percent)
corresponding
to
the most u&form
temperature
distribution
is determined,
it should
be possfble
to maintain
this opttmperature
dzLstribution
for a
range of tunnel velocities
if the bleedback is held constant.
Because
the air flow through the model varies nearly linearly
with tunnel
velpcity,
the variation
of gas flow must also be nearly linear
in
Fora
fixedgas
tempera-t=,
order to maintain
constant
bleedback.
the gas flow varies linear4
with gas pressure for a choked jet and
The gas
near4
linssrly
tith
gas pressure
for a high subsonfc jet.
pressure and the tunnel velocity
should therefore
be linearly
related
for a fixed tiperature
distribution.
The plenum-chamber gas pressurs
corresponding
with optimum temperature
distribution
was determined
for a value of gas temperature
of 1000° F as a function
of tunnel
velocity,
and the variation
of gas pressure with tunnel velocity
was
found to be linear
(fig.
7).
For each tunnel velocity,
the qtimental value of bleedback proved to be the same (4.4 percent)
and
resulted
In identical
aversge s&r-temperature
rises of 46O F with a
ma+num deviation
of 6O F.
The effect
of employing gas pressures
other than the optimum
(3950 lb/sq ft) is illustrated
in figure
6 for a tunnel velocity
of 290 feet per second and a plemrm-chamber gas temperature
of
1OOOo F. Lines of constant
total-temperature
ratio
TX/Tap
are

_
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Indicated
for plenum-chamber
gas pressures
of 3010, 3950, 5100,
and
pounds per square foot absolute.
Theuse
ofapressurelower
than the opWmIq results
in lou merature
ratios
at the center
with increasing
teqperature
ratios
near the duct walls
(fig.
8(a)).
For the plenwn-chsmber
gas pressures
higher than the optimum, the
region of highest
temgerature
ratio
occurred at the center of the
model and decreasing
twerature
ratios
were encountered
as the
distance
from the center increased
(figs.
8(c) snd 8(d)).
A ccmpaxison of figures
8(a) to 8(d) shows thst increasing
temperature
of the model with ticreaming
ratios
sxe obtained near the center
Inaddition,
the tmqerature-ratio
gradientbeccmtes
gas pressures.
more severe with Increasing
pressure.
5840

The effect
was negligible
when the other

of angle of attack
on the temperature
distri.tlon
and s&met uo change in distribution
was obta3ned
factors
were mi3btiima
constant.

Sncreasiug
the plenum-chamber
gas temperature
at a fad
angle
of attack
aJso had very little
effect
on the temperature
distrLbution
rise;
nearlg identical
totelaside fcom increasIng
the temperature
temJ?erature-ratio
contours were obtained at con&&t
tunnel speed and
plenum-chamber
gas pressure.
Mass-flow
loss.
- A XBaUCtiOIL in IBSS flow thrOu@%
the -1
occurrea~~iacreasingmoael-a~to~taniperature
at a fixeatvelocity,
fYee-stream
total
texqperaturer
and angle of attack.
The
decrease inmass
flowtith
Increasingmodel-airteslgerature
for several
values of tunnel velocity
and 8n angle of attack
of g0 is shown in
figure
9. The decrease in mass flow is Unear4
related
to the modelair temperature
for a fad
tuxmelvelocity.
The reduction
in flow is
amto
the decrease inair~~ityassociateawithincreas~-t;Emsperature,
which indicates
that the effect
of c~ressibility
end the
changes in static
pressure
&n&de Um model with bleedback have a
neglLgd.ble effect
onmass flow.
At a fized tunnel velocity,
the model
therefore
operates as a constant-volmm
machine.
pressure recovem
- The ram-pressure
loss associatedwith
the
addition
of heat by jets &rected
perpeudicularly
to a moving air streem
caneists
of two ccmponents.
The first
ccmpouent srzlses from the
momentum pressure
loss associated
with changing the &Lrection
of the
jets.
The other c~on&tarises
framthe
chsmge indensity
of the adr
due to the addLtion
of heat.
The effect
of the first
component is
Because the model ia a constant-volume
illustrateainfigures.
machrtnn and the velocities
through the model sre sufficiently
low that
ccangressibility
effects
may be neglected,
the rezn-pressure
loss due to

NXA M No. ESC16
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heat

addition

can be written

as %

l

The

qcdc

curve

of figure1Owaa
calculated~
the data of fIgtEe
5, assumLng a
tunnel tot&I. tempersture
of Oo F, a plenum-chamber gas teqperature
of
Thelowercumeinfigure10was
c-ma
lOO@ F, and perfectmfxing.
460+ To
f&m the upper curve*
The
by subtracting
the quantity
l- 460+T
av )
(
experimental
data &1so plotted
In figure
10 for a gas temperature
of
1000° F ahow good sgreement with the computed curvem
Jiilet-lip
teuaueratum
distribution.
- The mximm
inlet-lip
tmmeratures
were obtained at the hisheat
vslue of bleedback and Plenumch&er
gas tipezature
utilized
in &e investigation.
The msz&m
lip
te?.qperatures encounteredshowninfigure
ll andwem
obtainedat
a
bleedbaok of 8.66 percent and a plenum-chsmber
gas temperature
of 1000°F.
The lip tamperatures
decreasedwith
decreasingbleedback
or decnmslng
plenuin-chembergae
teqperature.
Duct-skin
tmrmerature.
-The highestmessured
duct-skinteqperature
was 185O F and was obtained at a ~oin'fz on %he skin ad.lacent to the hotgas ducts, which were located
In the inlet
wall.
The-model-&
total
merature
was approximately
90° F and the plenum-chamber
gas tea&perature,
1000° F. Forasaversge
air-teqperature
rise of40°F,
the
skin h.wera~
did not exceed 1000 F. The temperature
of the skin,
except adjacent
to the hot-w
ductJ.ng, did not exceed the model-air
totalteqperattare.
IcingtithBleedback
In the analysis
of the icing data, the pressure-drop
coefficients
Ap/q across the screen were ccanputad for each icing run.
The screen
was cousidered
iced when-the valus of Ap/q approached 1.5 times the
value for the screenatthe
begiuningofeachmn.
The eq?erimental
bleedback and plenum-chamber gas teuqperatures
correspond5ng
to this
criterion
me shown in figure
12 fort-1
velocities
of 200, 280,
360, and 4lO.feet
per second at an angle of attack
of g0 and for 200
and 280 feet per second at sn au&Le of attack
of 8'.
No ice accretions
were observed on the accessory housing nor the nacelle
lip when
%hd inlet
screenwas
iced.
A very slight
ice formation
encountered
frcm 4 to 10 inches behind the orifices
around the entire
periphery
of the inlet
was apparently
caused by the poor mL&ng obtaiued
immediately behind the oriffces.

.
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The theoretical
curves A and B shown in figure
12 are based on
the assmnption
that icing occurs when ths minimum kinetic
teqqerature
(static
temperature
plus 0.85 times the dynsmic temperature)
on the
screen was 32O F, These curves represent
the upper and lower limits
of the icing conditions
used in the investigation;
that is, curve A
was calculated
for saturated
aJr at O" F, a tunnel velocity
of 410 feet
per second, and a liquid-water
content of 1.0 grsm per cubic meter.
Curve B was cslculatea
for saturated
air at O" F, a tunnel velocity
of 220 feet per second, and a liquid-water
content of 0.7 grsm per
cubic meter.
Inorder
to assure aminimumkinetic
merature
of 320F onthe
screen, an average kinetic
temperature
of 38' F and a total
t~rature
of 4l.3O F sre required
at a tunnel velocity
of 410 feet per second,
corresponding
to a velocity
in the screen of 516 feet per second; a
total
temperature
of 39.40 F is required
at a tunnel velocity
of
220 feet per second, correspo~
to a velocity
in the screen of
302 feet per second.

.

nearly all the data in figure12
fsUwithinths
limits
of the
two curves.
If the conditions
of the investigation
had been ideal,
the lower-speed
data would have fallen
near curve
B and the higherspeed data near curve
A, providedthat
the liquid~ater
content
in
The variation
in liquid-water
content and the
all cases was constant.
use of other than the optimum smount of bleedback preclude
such a
correlation.
- A marked reduction
in InletInlet-lip
temperature
distribution.
lip temperature,
particularly
near the stagnation
region,
was observed
under icing conditions
as ccmpsred with nonicing
conditions.
Typical
lip-temgerature
profiles
for both conditions
sre shown in figure
13
for a bleedback of 4.4 percent snd a plenum-chamber
gas tam;perature
of
content
for the icing
conditionwae
0.5 gram
1000° F. The liquid-water
per cubic meter.

The follmdng
results
were obtained
from an icing-resesrchtunnel investigation
of a two-thirds-scaie
model of a turbojet-engine
'nacelle
with a long straight
air inlet
utilizing
a hot-gas bleedback
system for ice prevention:
1. Identical
t-era-Lure
simulated
engine inlet
for
of turn& velocity.

distributions
were obtained
at the
a fixed smount of bleedback
independent

12
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2. Optimum temperature
distribution
was obtained at a bleedback
of 4.4 percent.
This value of bleedtick
resulted
in an average dryair-temperature
rise of 46O F with a maximum local temperature
deviation
of 60 F at the engine inlet
for a gas temperature
of loOO" F.

.

3.The use ofplenum-chmnbergss
pressure otherthanthe
optimsn
resulted
in increased
temperature
gradients
across the inlet.
For
regions existed
pressures
higher than the optimum , low-teqperature
neazthe
ductwalls
and forpressureslowerthanoptimwn
the lowtemperature
region8 occurred at the duct center.
4. The introauction
of cold gas under preesure through the
orifices
decreaeed the ram-pressure
rec0vex.y linearly
with increasing bleedback.
The ram-pressure
recovery with hot-gas bleedback
decreased near4 lineaxly
with increasing
average model-air
temperature.
5. The decrease in mass flow with hot-gas bleedback was almost
entirely
attributable
to the decrease in air density
mm,iLting
frtm
increase
in.air
temperature
in the model.
6. Satisfactory
agreement yam obtained between
and the meaeured
heat requirements
heat req~nts
cond3.tiolm.

ths

the calculated
for icing
.

CONCLUDINGBEMARKS
The foregoing
discussion
indicates
that It is possible
by means
of analylsia to obtain-a
satisfactory
orifice
configuration
for the
protection
of a jet-engius
nacelle
by hot-gas bleedback and to prechsracteristics.
The
dict mauy of its themodymmi c aud aerodymmic
change in mass flow aud the reduction
in ram-pressure
recovery
due
to the addition
of heat can be accurately
ccmqmted.
It has been
established
that the temperature
distribution
at the engine inlet
is
of bleedback alone and that the amount of bleedback required
a function
for a given icing condition
can be accurately
calculated.
LewisFlight
PxqtiLsionLaboratory,
National
Advisory
CommIttee
Cleveland,
Ohio.

for

Aeronautics,

.
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APPENDDT -EESIGNPMCEDUREFORO~TEfAL

.

OREFICE coN.FmmATIoN
ration

The design procedure
for obta%nlng a trisl
is illustrated
by the follawing
exemple:

orifice

conflgu-

Determination
of bleedback necessary to maintain
minimwn kinetic
temperature
of 32O F on screen or inlet
tide
vanes. -The fLcstatep
is to estimate
the total-temperature
rise needed, correspOna~
with
the design conditions,
and to determine the mass-flow 333awtia ato the decrease In density
a.880Oiatea with heating the inlet air.
Because the investigation
was conductea at a tunnel total
temperatme
of O" F, the required
temperature
rise was estimated
to bs 400 F f&m
the resul+s
ofreferencel.
In addition,
reference
1 indicates
that
the mass-flaw
decrease is directly
proportional
to the decrssse
In
deneity.
The model investigated
was designed for a mass flow of
32 pounds per second at a free-stream
density
of 0.0024 slug per cubic
foot and a free-stream
velocity
of 490 feet per second.
The actual
air flow is therefore
Pa = P

460
d 46O+r,

x ‘woo
e? = 0.00223.

= 0.0024

460
wa = wa 460+Tap -= E'x

The second step is
correspondingwith
the
ternpexwture loss in the
As a first
approximation,
the air aenf3ity in the

The dynamic

paps

temperature

lb/set

= 29.5

p Pap&s
29.5

wa

32.2

ft

to cslculate
the velocity
through the screen
corrected
sir flaw and to determzLne the dynsmic
boundsry layer associated
with this velocity.
the air dsnslty
in the screen is equal.to
model
pa. Therefore,
wa
-32.2

ve =

32.0

slug/cu

= 32.2

loss

x 0.00221X
At

is

0.732

=

568

ft/sec

14
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0.15 vs2
At =

e

2 Jsp

(568)2 x 0.l5
2 x 778 x 32.2 x 0.24

= 4.04O F

Frwn the results
of reference
1, a deviation
in t~erattare
of
8O F was obtained at an average air-temperature
rise of 400 F. A
slightly
better
air-temperature
distribution
may be expected with
thts model because of Its symmetrical
shape and a deviation
of 60 F
was estimated.
Anaverage
air-temperature
rise of320
+Q" +6'F
=
420 F wall therefare
determined and the heat requirements
were calculated
based on a free-stream
total
mrature
of O" F, et liquid-water
content
81.8 x 10-5 lb water
,and saturated
air.
of 1.0 gra per cubic meter
(
lb air
1
Because all the liquid
water will
be vaporized
at loo P and ell the
vapor must be raised to the required
temperature,
the required
heat
Hl
is approximately
equal to
HI = CpWa(TaV*o)
If a ga8 temperature
equal to

+ nil; fWa-W,)

+ c~,~(W~-W~)(W,

of 1000° F is assumed,

+ m)(T,v-TO)

the supplied

heat

Hz

H2 = cp,gWg(Tggav)

Becauee

Cp

Hl

must equal

H2,

3 Cpwa(T~veO)

#gwgtTgqav)

however,
+ filwa-Wg?

+ cp,w(Ws + m )(Tavqo)
0.26(1000-42)Wg

= 0.24 x 29.5(42-O)
+l.OO

249.9 wg

= 297.2

wt3 = 1.3
lOOW,/w,

(79.6
+ 26.4

+ 81.8)

(Wa-Wg)

+ 81.8 x lo*

x 1O-5 (29.5-wg)(42-0)

- 0.895 Wg

lb/set

= t3 = 4.4 percent

x 1094(29.5-Wg)

la
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When these
rated air,
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computations
were checked with
the same result
was obtained.

a Mollier

chart

for

satu-

Determination
of total
orifice
area Aj. - The flow coefficient
C of a choked jet is known to be approximately
0.87 at a
,plenum-chamber
pressure
of 80 inches of mercury and a stream static
pressure
of 25 inches of mercury from unpublished
data.
From the
mass-flow
equation,
w g
AL
A9 = cvjpj
The jet

velocity
Pj

=

and density

0.02613

were calculated

= 0.0261

x m

80

as in reference

5 0.00143

slug/cu

2, where

ft

T3

5

= 44.8

J- T3

= 44.8

dm

= 1710

ft/sec

Therefore
/
Aj

tion

= 0.87

xlCfO%:

x

1710

sq ft

= 0.01890

IWxrmination
was determined

of orifice
configg.mation.
in accordance with the

(a) The total

jet

= 2.72

- The 0rFfice
design criterions:

area must be approximately

(b) The layout
of orifices
and the ducting
are symmetrical.

sq in,

2.72

must be symmetrical

configura-

square

because

fnches.
the

inlet

The area of the duct protected
by a jet at a section
corresponding to the position
of the tip of the accessory
housing was constructed
for the max3mum pressure
and temperature
available
in the plenum chamber and for design free-stream
velocity.
The maximum available
plenumchauiber temperature
and pressure were 1000° F and 80 inches of mercury
absolute,
respectively.
Byuse of the results
of reference
2,the
jet
penetration
for a given orifice
diameter was calculated
from the jetpenetration
equation
= 2.91s
pivi
where

t

depth of jet
of orifice

S

distance

from

penetration
center line
orifices

into air
measured

stream at distance
from duct wall,
in.

to accessory-housing

tip,

47.25

s

downstream
in.
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The inlet-stream
velocity
from the mass&l&
equation
if
the inlet
air was approximately
Vi =

p&

x 32.2

-

32.2

.

can be determined
at the orifices
Vi
it is assumed that the mass density
of
equal to that of the free stream:

29.5

x 0.0024

- 1.30

x 0.835

= 437

ft/sec

The assumption of a value for the penetration
2 involves
several considerations.
First,
the penetration
as used in the equation
of reference
2 was defined as the point at which the tqerature
has
returned
to lo F above the free-stream
temperature
end, consequently,
an allowance must be made for overlap of the jets in order that the
termperatures
at the simulatedengine
inletbeuniform.
Secondly,
the
results
of reference
2 were obtained
in a straight
rectangular
duct,
whereas the inlet
ducting used in this investigation
was a diffuser
of
20 half-angle.
Because the jets were introduced
at the minimum area
of the inlet,
the jets would tend to penetrate
the air stream more
rapidly,
not only because the walLis
inclined
awey from the jet but
also because of the decreasing
air-stream
velocity
downstream of the
jets.
The requirement
for penetrations
greater
than those predicted
by the jet-penetration
equation will
be partly
compensated for by
Eence, the depth of penetration
the effect
of the diverging
duct.
was assumed equal to that calculated
from the equation
of-reference

2.

In order to validate
this procedure for calculating
penetration,
the temperature
profiles
obtained from the three thermocouple
rakes
mounted in the duct were plotted
and the data were analyzed in the
manner of reference
2. Typical
temperature.profiles
at the three
rakes are shown in figure
14 for a tunnel velocity
of 374 feet per
second, a plenum-chamber
gas temrperature of S37O B, and a plenumchantber gas pressure
of 2900 pounds per square foot absolute.
It has been noted that the results
of reference
2 were obtained
in a rectangular
duct and the penetrations
were measured fram a
horizontal
plane, whereas the profile
data of figure
14 were obtained
inacircular
diffuser0f2~half-angle.
The penetrations
obtained
from the profiles
of figure
14 were based on the distance
measured
The corresponding
penetration
coefficient6
along
from the duct wall.
with the predicted
values are shown in figure
W as a function
of
the mixing-distance
- diameter ratio.
The experimental
values at the
simulated
engine inlet
are about 9 percent higher than those calThis increase
is caused by the diverging
duct.
culated.
In laying
out the jet coverage,
the assumptionwas
madethatthe
jet divergence
angle was approximately
22O. A series of similar
coverage8 for various
sized orifices
was used to facilitate
laying
out various
orifice
configurations.

.
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Nmerous orifice
confQurations
were la5d out in accordance with
the designcriterions.
The configuration
selected
for trial
provided
the best over-all
coverage with a minimum of jet overlap and represented
a compranise between the two design conditions.
The configuration
chosen end the area protected
by each jet are shown In figure
3 and
the excellent
results
obtained tith
this coafiguration
have been
discussed
in the text.
Inorderto
checkthe
designcrIterions
andtobe
certaipthat
the chosen oonfiguratlon
was the best, seversl
other orifice
configurations
were ezqperimsntally
investigated.
A configurationconsisting
of six 3/4-inch-diameter
jets equally
spaced was investigated.
Because
of the small mnuber of holes,
very poor mfrin@; was obtained.
The
screen snd the accessory
housing could be protected
only at excessive
values of bleedback.
Another configuration
consisting
of nine holes
with three 3/4-inch-diameter
holes spaced at 120° intervals
and two
33/64-Inch-diameter
holes equally
spaced between the larger
holes was
also Investigated.
As in the previous
configuration,
poor mixing W&B
obtained.
For both of these erpgrimental
configurations,
the jet lsyouts also showed that poor coverage would be obtained.
.
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(a) Plenum-chamber
gas pressure.
3010 pounds
per square foot absolute;
rise in model-air
total
temperature,
33' F; bleedback,
3.14
percent.

(b) Plenum-chamber
gas pressure.
3950 pounds
per square foot absolute;
rise in model-air
total
temperature,
46' F; bleedback.
4.38
percent.

Cc) Plenum-chamber
gas pressure,
5100 pounds
Cd) Plenum-chamber
gas pressure,
5840 pounds
per square foot absolute;
rise in model-air
per square foot absoIute;
rise in model-air
total
temperature.
64' F; bleedback.
6.38
total
temoerature.
74'
bleedback.
7.49
percent.
percent.
of plenum-chamber
gas pressure
on temperature
ratio
TX/Tar
at thermocouple
Figure 8. - Eifect
Tunnel velocity,
290 feetper
second; plenum-chamber
gas temperature,
1000' F;
cross rake.
angle of attack,
O".

F;

MEFvku~
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Figure
11. - MaximUm inlet-lip
temperature
ESleedback,
8.66 peruent;
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velocity,
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Figure
13. - Inlet-lip
icing
oonditions.
1000°
temperature,
0.5 gram per cubic
O" F.

temperature
distributions
for dry air and
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Figure
14. - Typical
23.1,
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per
second;
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gas temperature,
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gas pressure,
2900 pounds per square faot
absolute.
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